
MJP CSUI 
– Double command for water jets

MJP has developed and delivered a unique steering and  
reversing unit with double command through a single steering 
column with inboard hydraulics above the jets called CSUI.

MJP CSUI
Marine Jet Power has succeeded in combining steering 

and reversing of two jets simultaneously into a central 

column operating both jets in parallel by means of a single 

hydraulic control. This unique design has been delivered 

to four vessels and after successful operations is subject to 

repeat orders. It is fitted on the French built landing craft 

CNIM EDA-R. 

The vessel is equipped with four engines and four MJP 

650 mixed flow jet pumps. As usual, the intake shape is 

adapted and designed to the constraints given by the hull 

and its application using CFD. The swath type hull has a 

narrow waist at the waterline. The transom area is made 

to an absolute minimum.

The landing craft has two very different operating 

conditions, Catamaran Mode and Barge Mode, that 

called for specific design requirements.
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In Catamaran Mode, the center platform is high above 

the waterline and the jets are consequently very deep 

in the water. When the center platform is lowered into 

Barge Mode, the jets are in the waterline. The vessel 

and waterjets operates successfully in both conditions.

Since the jets are placed very deep in the water in 

Catamaran Mode, inboard hydraulics are being used to 

avoid the use of external hydraulics several meters below 

the water surface. Furthermore, the increased wet sur-

face and increased drag caused by external hydraulics is 

eliminated. Due to the limited space inside the hull, the 

traditional MJP DRB design could not be used in this case 

and therefore MJP had to come up with a completely new 

design with the inboard hydraulics placed above the jets.

The new CSUI is based on an old MJP design from the 

mid 90’s used for a FMV prototype owned by the Swedish 

Defense organization. Two jets in each hull are controlled 

through centrally located mechanical equipment in 

between the jets.

During the design phase MJP have made use of CFD 

also to optimize the flow in the bucket to enhance the  

reversing performance. This is particularly important 

on a landing craft in order to ensure safe disembarka-

tion from the beach. This landing craft operates, as all 

MJP landing crafts, without anchors. The vessel has no 

problem to leave the shore with jets only. Sea trials have 

shown that the vessel is able to operate at the incredible 

speed of 10 knots in reverse at full load in open seas.

There are more special features in this design. For 

instance two main engines can be disengaged from the 

jets and used for hydraulic platform movement when 

the other two main engines operate the other two jets. 

The intakes are built of GRP in a double mounting to 

fit the narrow hull. The control system has three com-

plete control stations with a centrally located computer 

room. The scope of supply also includes long interme-

diate carbon drive shafts including supports.

The official test results show impressive 18 knots fully 

loaded and 29 knots at light load. 

The designer Francois Sebilo of Bureau Mauric 

comments as follows: “The official speed tests of CNIM 

EDA-R have been performed to a great satisfaction and 

we would like to congratulate MJP.“

Hans Andersson, Executive Vice President Global Sales 

and Marketing, confirms that 5-year warranty is offered 

for the CSUI, as for all MJP CSU and DRB all stainless 

steel jets, and says “The project shows our capability to 

in a short time develop, produce and deliver a successful 

complete new customer adapted design.”


